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I. Introduction 

A ball of a certain mass at rest on a table possesses mechanical potential energy. If no force acts on the ball, the 

potential energy of the ball cannot be harnessed and no work is done. Similarly, when a molecule is inactive (i.e. 

bound by bonds) it possesses molecular potential energy. If a little force ignites the molecule and the bonds are 

broken, consequently forming new bonds, the potential energy of the molecule can be harnessed to do a work. 

Recall, work may be done when energy is transformed from one form to another.  

The concept of molecular potential energy is similar to the atomic or nuclear potential energy. If the atom or 

nucleus is not bombarded by an energetic particle, the potential energy of the atom or nucleus of an atom will not 

be harnessed and no work is done. In the same light, something has to be done to a molecule to harness its potential 

energy. 

  

II. Literature Review 

Atoms are the basic units of matter and the defining structure of elements. Atoms are made up of three basic 

particles: protons, neutrons and electrons [1]. A molecule is a group of two or more atoms that form the smallest 

identifiable unit into which a pure substance can be divided and still retain the composition and chemical 

properties of that substance [2]. The division of a sample of a substance into progressively smaller parts produces 

no change in either its composition or its chemical properties until parts consisting of single molecules are reached 

[2]. Further subdivision of the substance leads to still smaller parts that usually differ from the original substance 

in composition and always differ from it in chemical properties. In this latter stage of fragmentation the chemical 

bonds that hold the atoms together in the molecule are broken [2]. 

Atoms consist of a single nucleus with a positive charge surrounded by a cloud of negatively charged electrons 

[2]. When atoms approach one another closely, the electron clouds interact with each other and with the nuclei. If 

this interaction is such that the total energy of the system is lowered or heightened: then the atoms bond together 

to form a molecule. Thus, from a structural point of view, a molecule consists of an aggregation of atoms held 

together by valence forces. Diatomic molecules contain two atoms that are chemically bonded. If the two atoms 

are identical, as in, for example, the oxygen molecule (O2), they compose a homonuclear diatomic molecule, while 

if the atoms are different, as in the carbon monoxide molecule (CO), they make up a heteronuclear diatomic 

molecule. Molecules containing more than two atoms are termed polyatomic molecules, e.g., carbon dioxide 

(CO2) and water (H2O). Polymer molecules may contain many thousands of component atoms [2]. Molecules are 

held together by shared electron pairs, or covalent bonds [2]. The covalent bonds holding the molecules together 
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are very strong, but these are largely irrelevant to the physical properties of the substance. Physical properties are 

governed by the intermolecular forces - forces attracting one molecule to its neighbours - van der Waals attractions 

or hydrogen bonds. Molecular substances tend to be gases, liquids or low melting point solids, because the 

intermolecular forces of attraction are comparatively weak. You don't have to break any covalent bonds in order 

to melt or boil a molecular substance. The larger the molecule the more van der Waals attractions are possible - 

and those will also need more energy to break [3]. 

The molecular weight of a molecule is the sum of the atomic weights of its component atoms. If a substance has 

a molecular weight M, then M grams of the substance is termed one mole. In other words, the mole of a substance 

is the ratio of the mass of the substance to the molar mass of the substance. The number of molecules in one mole 

is the same for all substances; this number is known as the Avogadro’s number (6.022140857 × 1023) [2]. 

 

III. The Physics of Molecular Potential Energy 

Mechanical potential energy (PE) for a body = Mass (M) x Acceleration due to gravity (g) x Height (h) 

For a molecule, the height (h) is replaced by a dimension of the volume which it occupies (hv). Hence: 

PE = M x g x hv: Since the molecule is acted by gravity 

PE = F x hv: F is force on the particle 

For a compressible/non-compressible molecule, F = P x A: Where P is the pressure and A is the area which the 

molecule is subjected 

Hence, it implies that: PE = P x A x hv 

Therefore, PE = P x V: Where V = A x hv = Volume of the molecule 

The above is the molecular potential energy for a molecule of a particular volume 

For a number of molecules present in a particular volume 

PE = E = nPV (in Joules) 

Where n = number of molecules present in the volume (V) of a substances at a particular pressure (P). E 

is the energy that can be evolved. 

IV. How to Harness Trouble 

To harness the energy, a substance that has the force to break the covalent bonds of molecules of the substance 

and form new ones is employed. This enables the hidden energy (or potential energy) to be released. Recall, in 

any chemical reaction, chemical bonds are either broken or formed. And the rule of thumb is "When chemical 

bonds are formed, heat is released, and when chemical bonds are broken, heat is absorbed". Molecules inherently 

want to stay together, so formation of chemical bonds between molecules requires less energy as compared to 

breaking bonds between molecules, which requires more energy and results in heat being absorbed from the 

surroundings [4].  

The elements of group one of the periodic table i.e. hydrogen, Lithium, Sodium, Potassium, Rubidium, Caesium 

and Francium and some members of the actinides like uranium and plutonium are very reactive and explosive. 

They can react violently with some other substances to release a huge amount of energy into the surrounding as 

new bonds are formed. Sometimes such reactions may require a catalyst to spark or fire up the reaction quickly. 

This kind of reactions harnesses the hidden molecular potential energy of substance. The energy is often in the 

form of heat and is a function of the pressure in which the molecules are subjected to, the volume which they 

occupy and the number of molecules present in the volume whose bonds were broken and formed by the activating 

element (hydrogen, Lithium, Sodium, Potassium, Rubidium, Caesium and Francium and uranium and plutonium).  

Gases will tend to be subjected to higher pressure, since they are highly compressible. Also, for a specific volume, 

they would contain higher number of moles than molecular liquids and solids. Hence, gases will tend to generate 

higher molecular potential energy than solids of the same volume: depending on reactivity with the activating 

element. This also, implies that lighter gases will contain higher number of moles than denser gases per unit 

volume. In this light, molecular solids will tend to generate the least molecular energy because of their strong 

bond and non-compressible nature, except when heated to the liquid/gaseous state.  

 

V. Conclusion 

The nucleus and atoms possess potential (or hidden) energy that can be harnessed as nuclear and atomic energy 

respectively. Similarly, molecules possess hidden energy that can be harnessed as molecular energy under 

favourable conditions. The hidden/potential energy is: PE = E = nPV (in Joules); where n = number of molecules 

present in the volume (V) of the substances at a particular pressure (P) and E is the energy that can be evolved. 

This energy is released when the molecule is struck by mainly any of the highly reactive and explosive group one 

elements and some actinides (i.e. hydrogen, Lithium, Sodium, Potassium, Rubidium, Caesium and Francium and 

some other members of the actinides like uranium and plutonium). A devastating amount of molecular energy 

could be released when the lightest, reactive and explosive gas like hydrogen is activated by a very highly reactive 

and explosive Caesium, Francium and Uranium. 
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